Background: Aging is associated with decline in executive function (EF), upper-level cognitive abilities such as planning, problem solving, and working memory (WM). This decline is associated with agerelated volume loss and reduced functional connectivity in the frontal lobes. Cognitive training interventions aim to counter these losses, but often fail to elicit benefits beyond improvements on trained tasks. Recent interventions pairing WM training with transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS) have improved WM and elicited transfer to untrained EF tasks. Limitations in previous work include exclusive use of laboratorybased computer training and testing and poor characterization of the mechanism(s) of durable tDCSlinked change. Objective/Hypothesis: To determine if tDCS-linked WM training improves performance on ecologically valid transfer measures administered in participants' homes. To explore intervention-based changes using neuroimaging (fNIRS) and genotyping (COMT val158met). Methods: 90 healthy older adult participants completed 5 sessions of WM training paired with tDCS (Sham, 1 mA tDCS, 2 mA tDCS; 15 min). At follow-up, we assessed performance change on laboratory-based and ecologically valid tasks. Results: All participants showed improvement on trained tasks. Importantly, 2 mA of tDCS induced significantly greater far transfer gains after 1 month without contact. Gains were observed on standard far transfer tasks along with ecologically valid far transfer tasks, and stimulation was well tolerated by all participants. FNIRS and genotyping results were less conclusive, but provide promising avenues for future research initiatives. Conclusion: These findings highlight the translational value for tDCS-based interventions in healthy older adults interested in maintaining cognitive function.
Introduction
Anyone struggling to straighten age-stiffened knees can attest to the physical consequences of aging. More distressing are cognitive changes, especially those related to executive functions (EF) such as problem solving, decision-making, working memory (WM), and planning [1] . These higher functions are needed to complete everyday activities and to maintain independence with age. Neurally, EF tasks rely on frontal lobe structures that are particularly susceptible to age-related gray matter volume loss and reduced functional connectivity [2] [3] [4] . Consequently, EF decline can impair older adults' ability to participate in daily activities. For example, age-related decline can impair older adults' ability to navigate, problem solve, and brake while driving [5] [6] [7] .
Given the growing aging population, there is great interest in developing effective approaches to counter age-related cognitive decline. Working memory (WM) is targeted in cognitive interventions because it is an EF with strong links to cognitive abilities like fluid intelligence [8] . Ideally, WM training should improve performance on trained WM tasks, and these benefits should extend to other WM tasks and to EF in general [9, 10] . Commercial interventions involving working memory (WM) training are well-advertised, but outcomes are not compelling [11] . Furthermore, although WM training studies consistently improve performance on trained tasks, there is inconsistent improvement on untrained, or transfer, tasks [12] , particularly in older adults [13] . Two forms of transfer, near and far, reflect the transfer task's similarity to training tasks. Far transfer gains represent global cognitive improvement and are tremendously elusive. Few researchers test for far transfer or report small effects [14] . Finally, most testing occurs in laboratories using tasks with little everyday relevance [15] .
One experimental technique with growing translational promise is transcranial direct current stimulation (tDCS). Acutely, tDCS modulates resting potentials in underlying neural populations with anodal (positive) current associated with improved learning, for review [16] . Longitudinally, tDCS may enhance cognition by improving cortical efficiency [17] , and/or by encouraging neuroplasticity in activated networks [16] , and/or by modulating dopamine (DA) signaling [18, 19] . Genetics play a role with single nucleotide polymorphisms predicting differential responses to tDCS. For example, the COMT val 158 met genotypes differentially modulate DA signaling in prefrontal cortex (PFC), and demonstrate dissimilar responses to tDCS. Specifically, Met/Met carriers exhibit worse cognitive flexibility following anodal tDCS [19] . An enhanced understanding of tDCS mechanism in PFC will improve tDCS protocol development.
Pairing WM training with tDCS can extend and expand training gains [20] [21] [22] . Previously, we reported that healthy older adults benefited from ten sessions of WM training + tDCS. Anodal tDCS to frontoparietal sites including the right PFC induced sustained gains in trained tasks after one month without contact. Importantly, anodal tDCS significantly improved performance on near transfer tasks [20] . However, we exclusively relied on computer-based tasks with low ecological validity. Other challenges to optimizing tDCS-linked cognitive interventions include substantial variability across tDCS protocols [23] . For example, in determining the ideal tDCS intensity, we are only aware of work in young adults showing that 1 mA elicited greater cognitive improvement than higher intensities [24] . Conversely, in some patient populations, higher tDCS intensity (i.e. 2 mA) appears to be more beneficial [25] [26] [27] . Presently, we are unaware of research clarifying optimal tDCS intensity for healthy older adults. Other factors, such as education level, also influence their response to tDCS [28] and should be considered.
For translational purposes, the underlying mechanism(s) of tDCS induced cognitive improvements in older adults must be clarified. This project begins to address these gaps. First, we paired WM training with parametric anodal tDCS to the PFC (low (1 mA), high (2 mA) intensity) and evaluated far transfer to ecologically valid tasks. We investigated PFC changes using functional near infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS). Neuroimaging has identified cortical changes after cognitive training in healthy older adults [29] , and we evaluated whether WM training + tDCS training elicited comparable changes. FNIRS is less expensive, with fewer exclusionary criteria making it appropriate for measuring effects of WM training + tDCS from most participants. Finally, we assessed the interaction of tDCS with a polymorphism in the COMT gene that dictates dopamine signaling in the PFC. Behaviorally, we expected parametric improvements on trained and transfer tasks with increased tDCS intensity and gains on everyday far transfer tasks performed at home. Mechanistically, we predicted that fNIRS would show different PFC engagement as a function of training group. Finally, we hypothesized that COMT genotype may predict differential effects depending on the task demands. COMT genotype predicts different behavioral profiles during EF tasks; individuals carrying a met allele have greater cognitive stability while individuals carrying a Val allele COMT genotype possess greater cognitive flexibility [30] .
Materials & methods

Participants
Ninety healthy older adults were randomly assigned membership into 3 gender-, age-, and education-matched groups of 30 
Study design
Participants' 1st session occurred at home, followed by a 5-day lab-based intervention, a month of no contact, a post-intervention lab visit, and a post-intervention home visit (see Fig. 1 participants' driving knowledge (e.g. What steps are involved in changing lanes?), safety awareness (e.g. What can affect a person's driving ability?) and route planning ability. We characterize these two measures as ecologically valid because the tasks mirror activities individuals complete in everyday life (e.g. scheduling an appointment) in their natural environment (e.g. at the kitchen table). During the 1st lab and post-intervention lab visits, participants completed 2 near transfer tasks: a Letter Span verbal WM task and the n-Back visual WM task during fNIRS. In the Letter Span task, participants heard a series of letters and were instructed to increment each presented letter (e.g. "A" becomes "B") and repeat the manipulated series in order. We used a block design version of the n-Back visual WM task appropriate for fNIRS, modifying our original study [20] . Participants completed 16 pseudo-randomized blocks of 0-back (control task -participants pressed a button for centrally located targets) and 2-Back (WM task -participants identified targets matching items presented 2 trials prior). Each block consisted of 14 trials and lasted 21 s. There were 9 s of rest between blocks.
Participants received tDCS during lab visits 1-5 and performed the WM training tasks. Participants also completed training tasks on the follow-up lab visit without tDCS. The WM training tasks included a subtract 2 span [35] , automated Operation Span (O-SPAN [36] ;), and a spatial and visual WM task designed in our lab and used in previous work [20] . In the spatial recall task, 5 items were presented (3°visual angle, 200 ms.) and after a delay (4000 ms.), 12 images appeared. Participants clicked on the locations occupied during stimulus encoding. In the visual recall task, 5 items were presented on a computer monitor (3°visual angle, 2000 ms.) and after a delay (500 ms.), 16 items appeared. Participants selected the 5 items in the stimulus array. Both tasks had infinite time for participant response. During training sessions (lasting approximately 45 minutes) participants completed 2 blocks of each task types with 25 trials per block; blocks were presented in a counterbalanced order.
One challenge with these data was that there were a number of tasks included in each condition (trained, near and far transfer). To provide a measure of performance change for each condition, we made use of separate indices to reflect the overall change in performance. This allowed us to collapse across performance for the tasks in each condition, thereby reducing the multiple comparisons problem, and leveraging our limited power to the question of primary interest: would there be training and transfer effects after the intervention? Behavioral performance for ecologically valid tasks was represented as a total score to represent aggregate performance across the measure. For all other measures, performance was represented as a composite benefit index for each task type (training tasks, near transfer task, and standard far transfer tasks) 1 . These indexes represent performance change from baseline performance (pre-intervention) to follow-up (post-intervention) performance. This calculation reduces baseline differences (although none existed; see Supplemental Tables 1-3 ) and is used in other training studies to capture collective behavioral changes [37] [38] [39] .
FNIRS protocol
FNIRS (TechEn CW6 fNIRS System, Milford, MA) recorded bilateral PFC (F3 and F4 [40] ). Data were collected during n-Back blocks (5 s ramp up, 30 s task, 50 Hz sampling rate). Off-line data preprocessing (HomER 2 [41] ) included low pass filtering (.5 Hz) to eliminate biological noise. Trial blocks were excluded if significant motion artifacts were detected (Δ in signal of +/− 50 + standard deviations from baseline) within 2 s of stimulus onset. We focused on oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO), instead of deoxygenated hemoglobin, as HbO has a better signal-to-noise ratio and greater sensitivity to blood flow changes [42] [43] [44] [45] . For each participant, we collected a baseline normalized peak amplitude HbO value during n-Back performance for each channel. We compared pre-and postactivations in each channel of left and right PFC using a formula representing change over time: (Peak Amp. Post -Peak Amp. Pre)/ (Peak Amp. Post + Peak Amp. Pre). This formula produced either a positive or negative value for each channel, representing increases (+ values) or decreases (− values) in regional recruitment over time. For each participant, we calculated the percentage of channels with decreased activation over time. We used a percentage of channels for each participant because we were unable to collect data from all 14 channels in every participant due to occasional individual channel signal loss (e.g. due to thick hair). Data were included from participants (N = 67) where more than half of the fNIRS channels per hemisphere were available (i.e. 4 + channels), and the number of unused channels was not different between the tDCS groups.
TDCS protocol & current flow modeling
TDCS timing (i.e. administered during practice) and electrode placement (i.e. right PFC) emulated our previous study in this population [20] . Participants received sham or anodal tDCS to the right PFC (F4 [40] ;) for 15 minutes (1 mA, 2 mA) using a constant current stimulator (Eldith MagSteim, GmbH, Ilmenau, Germany) while completing practice trials of the WM training tasks. Current was delivered through two 5 × 7 cm 2 electrodes encased in saline-soaked sponges, and we secured the reference electrode on the contralateral cheek with elastic straps [28, [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . Participants were informed that they were receiving tDCS, but were blind to their stimulation group. All participants reported experiencing the subjective sensation of stimulation (e.g. tingling, itching), as sham supplies brief (20 s) stimulation to preserve condition masking. We elected not to include a tDCS-only control group, as tDCS is effective when administered during a task [16] . We modeled current flow using HD-Explore TM / tDCS-Explore TM software (Soterix Medical Inc., New York, New York). Using a generic adult head model, we provided tDCS intensity (1, 2 mA) and the anodal and cathodal electrode sites. The software determined the field intensity (V/m) across the brain.
Genotyping procedure
Eighty-nine participants (1 sample was insufficient) provided DNA for COMT val 158 met (rs4680) genotyping, which was completed off site (GenoTek Labs, UT) using standard procedures (http://www.dnagenotek.com/US/genomicservices/genofind.html). Consistent with the Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium (χ 2 = .371; p = .543), there were: 20 Val/Val; 45 Met/Val; 24 Met/Met participants. As we learned participants' genotype after training, COMT genotype was unequally distributed across tDCS groups. Two tasks were analyzed with the factor of COMT genotype: a cognitive stability task, the 2-Back [52] , and a cognitive flexibility task, the Go/No-Go task [53] .
Data analysis
Analyses were conducted in SPSS. Degrees of freedom were modified as needed using Greenhouse-Geisser corrections and posthoc pairwise comparisons were Bonferroni corrected for multiple comparisons.
Results
Baseline performance
All three groups performed similarly on all tasks during the initial baseline tests. Performance at baseline for each task was subjected to a one-way repeated measures ANOVA and training tasks (all p's > .29), near transfer (both p's > .18), or far transfer tasks (all p's > .12) were similar across groups (see Supplemental Tables 1-3) .
TDCS-linked improvement
To test whether tDCS group (Sham, Active1, Active2) affected improvement on training (verbal, visual WM tasks), near transfer (nBack visual WM task, Letter Span verbal WM task), and far transfer tasks (standard tests: processing speed, cognitive flexibility, arithmetic; ecologically valid tests: WCPA, OT-DORA), the composite benefit indexes for trained, near transfer, and far transfer tasks were subjected to separate one-way ANOVAs. There were no group differences in the WM training (F(2, 89) = .201, p = .819, partial η 2 = .047), or near transfer tasks (F(2, 89) = 1.645, p = .199, partial η 2 = .037). There was a numerical trend showing greater benefits for the Active2 tDCS group on near transfer tasks (see Supplemental Table 2 ).
Importantly, for standard (represented as a composite benefit index) and ecologically valid (represented as a total score for each task) far transfer tasks there were significant group differences such that stronger tDCS during training induced transfer (see Fig. 2 ). The Active2 group significantly outperformed the Sham group on standard far transfer tasks (F(2, 87) = 3.33, p = .041, partial η 2 = .073) (see Fig. 2A ). The Active2 group showed significantly greater far transfer compared to the Sham group (see Supplemental Table 3 ). The Active1 group was intermediate with numerically smaller gains than the Active2 group and numerically greater gains than the Sham group. Next, we explored the effects of tDCS and training on ecologically valid far transfer tasks. For the WCPA, significant group differences (F(2, 89) = 5.512, p = .006, partial η 2 = .116) reflected dosedependent tDCS effects in which the Active2 (M = 13.036, SE = 0.444) group performed significantly better than the Sham group (M = 10.207, SE = 0.718, p = .004), but neither Active2 nor Sham was significantly different from the Active1 group (M = 11.900, SE = 0.601, vs. Active2: p = . 558: vs. Sham: p = . 144) (see Fig. 2B ). For the OT-DORA task, there was also a significant main effect of group (F(2,89) = 6.120, p = .003, partial η 2 = .123), reflecting significant differences between active tDCS groups (Active1: M = 32.433, SE = 0.406; Active2: M = 32.000, SE = 0.450) and Sham (M = 29.833, SE = 0.764; p = .005. and p = .024, respectively), but no difference between the Active2 and Active1 groups, (p = 1.000) (see Fig. 2C ). Generally, stronger tDCS during WM training resulted in superior performance on standard and ecologically valid far transfer tasks at follow up.
Intensity-dependent effects of tDCS in older adults
To better understand dose-dependent tDCS effects, we modeled current flow for the Active1 and Active2 groups (see Fig. 3 ). The model indicates that the Active1 group experienced lower field intensity in the right PFC with little global change (see Fig. 3A) . Conversely, the Active2 group experienced higher field intensity in right PFC accompanied by broad current reaching left PFC regions and posterior right hemisphere regions (see Fig. 3B ). These models provide plausible depictions of tDCS current flow across stimulation intensities. Individual head models per participant would strengthen interpretive power. The Active2 group likely experienced higher field intensity and flow density in the right PFC regions potentially leading to superior far transfer in an older adult population compared to 1 mA or sham stimulation.
TDCS mechanism: fNIRS in bilateral PFC
To investigate if WM training + tDCS prompted lasting changes in PFC activity, we examined the relationship between hemodynamic response (HbO) and behavioral performance of 2-Back visual WM task. There was a significant positive relationship between percentage of channels with decreased activation in right PFC and good performance on the 2-Back task (r (64) = .279, p = .026) (see Fig. 4 ). However, this did not interact with tDCS status (F (2,64) = .658, p = .521, partial η 2 = .021).
TDCS mechanism: genetic influences
To capture how tDCS interacts with the common COMT val 158 met single point mutation we examined change (post-pre training performance) on tasks measuring cognitive flexibility and stability in conjunction with COMT genotype. Due to small N per cell, we used non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis H tests (tDCS group × COMT genotype; smallest cell N = 5). The measure of cognitive stability was the 2-Back task and the measure of cognitive flexibility was the Go/ No-Go task. Baseline performance on neither task was significantly different between tDCS × COMT groups, and no significant group differences were observed following WM training + tDCS (p values >.05).
Discussion
Older adults are cognitively vulnerable. Interventions improving everyday cognition are in short supply, and those currently available show little wide-reaching lasting benefit [11] . We used WM training + tDCS in a population of healthy older adults and found that everyone improved on trained tasks, regardless of tDCS group. This finding confirms an effective WM training protocol. TDCS induced greater benefits when the transfer tasks were examined. The near transfer task revealed a behavioral trend indicating that participants who received 2 mA of tDCS had better performance on the near transfer tasks. We suspect that changing the 2-Back from our previously successful design [20] , to a blocked design to accommodate fNIRS, may have meaningfully altered the task. In contrast to our previous work, a substantial number of participants (47%) performed at ceiling (>90% accuracy) or floor (below chance) on the 2-Back block design during their 1st laboratory session; this limited our ability to measure performance change. Of notable interest, participants in the Active2 group performed significantly better on standard and ecologically valid far transfer tasks performed at their homes. As noted previously [20] , far transfer benefits were identified after one month of no contact or stimulation. This indicates that far transfer can be elicited by pairing WM training with tDCS. It also clarifies that stronger intensity stimulation led to greater effects, in contrast to some work in younger adults showing some protocols elicit strongest benefits with lower intensity tDCS (e.g., 1 mA [24] ), but consistent with studies demonstrating WM gains following longer stimulation duration and larger current density [54] . Additionally, higher intensity tDCS at PFC may be essential for older adults, as frontal lobes are particularly susceptible to gray-matter atrophy [3] .
Our protocol was so well tolerated by our participants that we had complete participant compliance (zero dropouts in 720 sessions). This novel and successful experimental design supports the use of WM training + 2 mA tDCS in older adults to promote sustained everyday cognitive ability. The far transfer benefits extends our previous observation of long lasting near transfer benefits after WM training paired with 1.5 mA tDCS [20] . In other words, WM training + sufficient tDCS can elicit generalizable improvements in tasks relevant to everyday life.
To better tailor tDCS protocols, the underlying mechanism requires further clarification. Here, we examined the possible influence of a common polymorphism in the COMT gene (val 158 met) that determines tonic DA signaling in the PFC [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] and moreover predicts WM performance [30] . We did not observe significant interactions between COMT val 158 met genotype and tDCS on behavioral performance, as the combination of tDCS group + COMT status rendered very small groups. Larger study groups would likely elucidate an interaction, as previous research has demonstrated that individual differences may predict WM improvement after tDCS. Specifically, we hypothesize that tDCS may further enhance predisposed WM abilities -improving cognitive flexibility in Val carriers and improving cognitive stability in Met carriers. This hypothesis is consistent with our previous findings that tDCS benefited older adults with greater education [28] and young adults with greater WM capacity [28] . In essence, tDCS seems to strengthen existing skills, making the rich richer. However, this is not incontrovertible. Low WM capacity young adults benefited from tDCS when additional financial incentive was supplied [61] . Therefore, it may be possible to enhance cognition across heterogeneous groups of participants when group-appropriate 'tweaks' are provided. This knowledge will be needed for a full range of cognitive skills, and age groups before tDCS can serve a wide translational role in cognitive maintenance.
We acknowledge limitations that could limit the utility of tDCS for translational practice. We were unable to replicate our previous findings where tDCS elicited both greater training and transfer gains [20] . As noted above, the modification to the 2-Back may have clouded the near transfer effects, but the lack of training effects is curious. We shortened the training duration by 5 days and used difficult WM training tasks. Perhaps, with more training days (e.g. 10), we would have observed training benefits in the Active2 group. In the present study, we achieved our objective of eliciting far transfer effects with 2 mA of tDCS. However, in studies where training gains are sought, researchers may consider longer training. We also anticipated seeing differential change, via fNIRS, associated with 2 mA of tDCS, but fNIRS results were not different between tDCS groups. Full brain coverage from fMRI or HD-EEG measurements would have been more informative, but older adults are not always able or willing. Future work will permit observation of temporal components in cortical activations or even changes in network connectivity specific to the 2 mA group. Neuroimaging data would also enhance the understanding of the anatomic specificity of tDCS effects. Our study was somewhat limited in using only one stimulation site, although in previous work, we had consistent behavioral findings with multiple stimulation sites [20] . We encourage future research to incorporate numerous neuroimaging methods to better clarify the causal effects of neuromodulation and cognitive training.
Conclusions
Aging brings cognitive changes most of us wish to delay. WM training combined with tDCS is an effective intervention that improves cognitive performance across a range of EF tasks and is not associated with substantial unpleasant side effects. This approach may be useful to address the long-term goal of maintaining cognitive performance as we age. This research has implications for both basic and applied sciences. Pairing tDCS with cognitive training propagated improvement on meaningful far transfer tasks. We suggest that tDCS and training interventions could be employed when healthy older adults are seeking to improve or maintain functional WM ability, e.g., beginning to notice cognitive changes. This project also adds to the growing field of tDCS-based cognitive enhancement. Given the current findings and our previous research, an effective tDCS design for healthy older adults should include 2 mA of tDCS to the PFC combined with appropriate training tasks (e.g., WM). Furthermore, the interaction we expected, but did not observe, between COMT and tDCS-linked behavioral gains may explain certain tDCS-linked training benefits. Future research should continue to explore individual differences and cortical changes following WM training + tDCS interventions. Combined approaches could facilitate individually tailored paradigms for individuals with specific cognitive concerns. The questions arising now are to determine how far far transfer can reach, for how long it can last, and what parameters provide the greatest benefit on an individual basis.
